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Dr. Janet Lintala, award-winning author, speaker, mom, and clinician details how to help your
constipated, irritable, sleep-deprived autistic child.Over 100 5-Star reviewsWinner of the Gold
Nautilus Award in PsychologyWinner of the Gold Readers Favorite Award in General Non-
fictionWinner of Gold in 6 other book awardsYou've known something was missing from your
approach to support your autistic child, and now you have the protocols to help your child sleep
better, feel better, behave better, and be ready to connect with the world and learn.Your child
deserves to get a good night's sleep, be in a good mood, and feel their best, like any other child.
Dr. Janet Lintala, founder of the Autism Health center and an autism mom herself, shares the
science behind the non-prescription protocols used in her practice to dramatically improve the
function and well-being of autistic children and adults.Children and adults on the spectrum are
more prone to constipation and diarrhea, acid reflux, gastrointestinal infections and imbalances,
brain inflammation, immune problems, disrupted sleep patterns and difficult behaviors. Well-
meaning doctors target these symptoms with prescription medications, kind of like a matching
game. Dr. Lintala has nothing against using medications appropriately. The problem is, the
medications are used to suppress symptoms (constipation, poor sleep patterns and difficult
behaviors) without correcting or supporting the underlying medical problems that are causing
them. These medications often have side effects such as constipation that make the original
problems even worse. When that happens, the dose is increased until what the author calls
finding the "shut-up" dose. Again, the underlying problems are unaddressed, left to simmer
beneath the surface for years until they develop into chronic illnesses. Supporting these
overlooked conditions appropriately can bring transformative results.No
more:·constipation·diarrhea·acid reflux·aggression·irritability·night awakenings ·catching every
cold coming and goingBetter:·thinking·mood·sleep·language (for some)·learningDrawing on the
latest research developments, as well as personal and clinical experience, Dr. Lintala targets the
underlying issues with simple, step-by-step protocols for families everywhere. Any age—
children, teens, and adults—can benefit.The Un-Prescription for Autism provides hundreds of
research citations, clear explanations, detailed protocols, and stories from her clinic to help
parents act quickly to restore their child's health, self-control, and language--paving the way for
reaching their full potential.

"It is without reservation that I suggest that anyone involved in the care of someone with more
severe ASD pick up a copy of The Un-Prescription for Autism, read it cover to cover, and talk
about the program laid out by Dr. Lintala with their pediatrician." --Geekdad“Any parent who
reads The Un-Prescription for Autism will be intrigued with Lintala's assertions about probiotics
and gastrointestinal imbalances and find lots of valuable information to incorporate into their



child's therapies.” --Cyberlibrarian“…common sense approach to developing an action plan that
the author has seen work to help move persons with ASD to a higher level of health behavioral
and physical.” --Blog Critics“…user friendly resource and gives the reader another option to try in
helping a child or adult with autism. ” --Support for Families of Children with Disabilities“…wealth
of information…” --PsychCentral“…empowering, informative and motivational…Provides readers
with the insights to understand what autism is, the symptoms to look for, and powerful, effective
ways to improve your child’s condition.” -– Huffington PostNautilus Book Award Gold Award in
PsychologyBest Book Awards winner in Health: Alternative MedicineBook DescriptionA safe
and simple action plan for autism parents.Each year, more than 50,000 U.S. families receive an
autism diagnosis. On top of turmoil and worry, they share the same urgent question: What can
we do to help our child?The answers parents find can be contradictory…even dangerous. The
conventional approach (employed by too many pediatricians) is to medicate difficult behaviors
into submission—suppressing symptoms while leaving underlying health challenges untouched.
Surfing the Internet for alternatives just leads to confusion.Now, Dr. Janet Lintala, founder of the
Autism Health center and an autism mom herself, shares the natural protocols used in her
practice to dramatically improve the function and well-being of children on the spectrum.
Drawing on the latest research developments, as well as personal and clinical experience, she
targets the underlying issues (chronic inflammation, oxidative stress, gastrointestinal
dysfunction, immune dysregulation) associated with the behavior, bowel, and sleep problems so
common to autism.Correcting these overlooked conditions with digestive enzymes, probiotics,
antifungals, and other nonpsychiatric treatments brings transformative results: less pain, less
aggression, and a child who is more receptive to behavioral and educational interventions.While
the medical profession is slow to change, autistic kids need help immediately. The Un-
Prescription for Autism provides clear explanations, detailed protocols, and examples to help
parents act quickly to restore their child’s health, self-control, and language—paving the way for
reaching their full potential.From the Back Cover"...[T]he extraordinary outcomes Dr. Lintala has
helped hundreds of patients and their families achieve over the past 10 years is why I am
delighted to see her accessible and affordable health support strategies gathered into a
book. . . . By reading this book, you can benefit from the lessons learned the hard way by a
dedicated autism mom and savvy clinician. . . . Above all, what you'll find here are valuable
clinical insights packaged into doable action plans to help your child." — From the foreword by
Elizabeth Mumper, MD, FAAP; President & CEO, Rimland Center for Integrative Medicine;
Former Medical Director, Autism Research Institute"Amidst a sea of confusing opinions,
techniques and advice, this book provides a rare combination of science-based research and
practical strategies for parents and professionals. . . . [Dr. Janet] possesses a deep
understanding of autism that enables her to cut through the misconceptions and deliver
common sense, effective strategies for moving these children toward optimal cognitive,
behavioral and physical health. . . . I have witnessed transformations in children with autism that
professionals and parents alike thought impossible. Following the clear, concise approaches



outlined in this book gives children the best shot at obtaining their maximum potential." —
Maureen H. McDonnell, BS, RN, Health Editor, WNC Woman Magazine; Former Medical
Coordinator, The Imus Ranch for Kids with Cancer; President, Health Education Services,
Wellness Workshops, Inc.; Cofounder, Saving Our Kids, Healing Our Planet As every autism
parent knows, a diagnosis is just the beginning. Next step is to make sense of the bewildering
array of challenges—including the constipation, sleep deprivation, and irritability shared by so
many on the spectrum—and conflicting opinions about what to do. Standard practice is to
medicate these symptoms, leaving the children to power through a fog of untreated health
conditions.Blending natural medicine with evidence-based science, The Un-Prescription for
Autism is a parent's lifeline. The detailed diagnostic tools, clear explanations, simple protocols,
and Online Action Plan support vibrant health on the autism spectrum with safe, natural, over-
the-counter supplements. Once the invisible health challenges are tamed, these kids can calm
down and break out of their fog, get more out of school and therapy, and become the children
you've always known they were meant to be.Janet Lintala, DC founded and heads Autism
Health!, which serves children and adults in 20 states. Her advice integrates the clinical
expertise of a nonprescription autism practice with the firsthand experience only an autism
parent can deliver.Martha W. Murphy is an award-winning health writer.About the AuthorJANET
LINTALA, DC founded and heads Autism Health!, serving children and adults in 20 states. Her
advice integrates the clinical expertise of a nonprescription autism practice with the firsthand
experience only an autism parent can deliver. MARTHA W. MURPHY is an award-winning health
writer.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.The Un-Prescription for AutismA
Natural Approach for a Calmer, Happier, and More Focused ChildBy Janet Lintala, Martha W.
Murphy, Jill SealeAMACOMContentsForeword by Elizabeth Mumper, MD, xi,Acknowledgments,
xv,Introduction: A Mother's Story, 1,PART 1: WHY — LEARNING THE RULES,1 The Rules of
Tack Sitting, 9,2 Get Organized Before You Start, 55,3 You Are What You Don't Poop: Be
Amazed by Enzymes, 78,4 Dirty Jobs: The Power of Probiotics, 104,5 Sh!ts and Giggles: The
Antimicrobial Rotation, 122,PART 2: HOW — TAKING ACTION,6 The Un-Prescription Action
Plan for Basic GI Support, 147,7 Why Is My Child Always Sick?: How to Stop Catching Colds
Right Away, 168,8 The Forgotten Ones: Adults on the Spectrum, 186,9 A Sample Year of the
Basic GI Support Protocol, 203,10 Oops, My Bad!: How to Prevent and Handle Setbacks,
217,Epilogue: Twenty Years on the Front Lines — Evan, Liam, and Eli, 235,Endnotes,
239,Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations, 265,Helpful Resources, 271,Testimonials from
Parents, 275,Index, 277,About the Authors, 289,Free Sample From ADD/ADHD Drug Free By
Frank Jacobelli and Lynn A. Watson, 291,CHAPTER 1The Rules of Tack Sitting"Tacks" Rules,
By Sidney MacDonald Baker, MDRule Number One: If you are sitting on a tack it takes a lot of
aspirin to make it feel good. The appropriate treatment for tack-sitting is tack removal.Rule
Number Two: If you are sitting on two tacks, removing one does not produce a 50%
improvement. Chronic illness is, or becomes, multifactorial."May I be blunt? You have a thirteen-
year-old daughter who weighs forty-eight pounds. She's less than five feet tall, and you keep an



appetite suppressant patch on her from morning till night. I think she's starving." Ava was on her
first visit to my office and quietly played with a game on her iPad the entire time.Her parents
wore stunned expressions. "What do you mean, an 'appetite suppressant patch'? It's for
behavior and she's worn it for years," they say.Ava is on the autism spectrum, and had the typical
trio of problems I see in my patients: chronic constipation, disrupted sleep patterns, and
irritability. Apparently Ava behaved quite differently — lots of hitting and biting — when she
wasn't wearing this ADHD stimulant-type patch. Her doctor prescribed it to control aggression
and irritability, without delving deeper to find out why her behavior was so difficult, and told the
parents to keep it on from the moment she woke up to right before she went to sleep at
night.Three months later, Ava's parents returned to my office for a follow-up visit. "I took the
patch off over the school break and she ate from morning until night," her mother reported. Ava
had gained fifteen pounds and grown an inch since her first visit. The school nurse takes the
patch off at lunch time now, and Ava is eating and growing normally again.In 2007, the American
Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) encouraged pediatricians to assess and treat underlying medical
conditions before prescribing medications for difficult behaviors in ASD and went as far as to
state, "Medications have not been proven to correct the core deficits of ASDs and are not the
primary treatment." AAP went on to say, "In some cases, medical factors may cause or
exacerbate maladaptive behaviors, and recognition and treatment of medical condiRead more
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. This is a sample. The number of
pages displayed is limited. This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. Pages
6 - 276 are not included in this sample.            

Healing the New Childhood Epidemics: Autism, ADHD, Asthma, and Allergies: The
Groundbreaking Program for the 4-A Disorders Gut and Psychology Syndrome: Natural
Treatment for Autism, Dyspraxia, A.D.D., Dyslexia, A.D.H.D., Depression, Schizophrenia
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Ebook Library Reader, “Heartfelt thanks for a life-changing book.... As a parent of a child with
Asperger's, I have found this book immensely helpful. After a round of intravenous antibiotics
and some bullying and who knows what other triggers, my normally high-functioning son had
become almost nonfunctional to the point that he could not get out of bed to attend school
several days last semester. He was completely exhausted, depressed, and anxious. He would
come home from school and go straight to bed. I had the pediatrician test for everything we
could think of, and all tests were negative. We were about to put him on anti-depressants when I
came across this book. After implementing the protocols, his energy is back. He is calmer and
more focused than ever. He has returned to hanging out with his friends. His daily displays of
anger with his little brother--something that predated the extreme exhaustion--have mostly
subsided. He is better than ever, and my family is more peaceful than ever.Many doctors with
children on the spectrum are implementing these protocols for their own families and seeing
results; I have been reading the other books out there as well. To the passionate nay-sayers
posting on this site who clearly have not tried the protocol, I fully expect the science to catch up.
Regardless of the science, I am a practical woman. If it works for my son, I'm in. My pediatrician
reviewed the protocol and said it would not hurt to try it.No one is saying medications and more
traditional treatments for ASD should be discarded, but when my child feels better--and he does
feel better on the protocol--then he is going to be in a better place for everything life throws at
him. And as a child with Asperger's, life throws him a lot. I am thrilled to say that at the moment,
he is jumping his hurdles like a champ, and I am immensely proud of him.All that said, I will not
pretend that getting a smart, independent 14-year-old with ASD to accept new protocols and
new foods is a walk in the park. But I am a fighter when it comes to my son, and we have a
strong and trusting relationship, so even when he has dug in to fight against me, he knows I am
in it for him. After a long battle, he is gradually coming to see for himself that things are better.
When he went away for a weekend and ditched the enzymes, he was worse when he came
back. It has been two steps forward and one step back the whole way because he refused to
take the enzymes at school so I had to go completely GFCF. When he complained about that, I
told him that he could have some of his old foods back if he would stay on the enzymes. He was
mad about both options, but I gave him all the choices I could, and in the end he ran out of fight.
Since he has been compliant long enough to see results, the tide is turning. His dad, who lives in
another city and just spent a week with him, is 100% sold as well. He had never seen his two
boys interacting so peacefully.My heartfelt thanks to Janet Lintala for this gem of a book!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Thank GOD I found an amazing book that really breaks down how to
handle such .... Having a child with special needs is extremely hard. Many of my friends here on
fb already know that. Some people don't even realize that their kids need some extra care and
support. They think anxiety, temper tantrums, and attention issues are just "part of child rearing"



and punish their kids for "bad behavior". I have been guilty of this myself.Thank GOD I found an
amazing book that really breaks down how to handle such issues and explains the source.
Janet Lucas Lintala explains in great detail how she has helped her own children and many
more here in WV and I'm certain all over the world!I'm in the middle of the book and I've laughed,
cried, and truly feel that I have made a friend. She "gets" it and explains how to "get through it."I
have been going back and forth about medicating my daughter for newly diagnosed ADHD and
anxiety. I didn't think we had options. Everybody just wants to "throw a pill at it."Janet made me
feel hopeful again. I feel like we can get my child back on track in school and in life with natural
alternatives. I have been so embarrassed at the number of medications I have been picking up
at the pharmacy for my almost 8 year old. I felt like I was treating a geriatric cancer patient with
the amount of meds I was bringing out of there every month. I could only imagine what her med
list would look like in a few years if we were already to this point.Now, after just reading a few
chapters, I feel like I am back in the driver's seat! I cannot wait to finish it and get to work on
treating the underlying issues that cause her negative symptoms. As an author, Janet you have a
bestseller! I have felt your passion for helping others on every page. Now, mom to mom. Thank
you from the bottom of my heart for blazing a trail for the rest of us. I am truly grateful for your
courage to share your family's journey with us. I feel renewed, energized, and ready to take
control of my daughter's health!For those that think this book is only focusing on "treating"
autism, please take a second look. It covers so much more!”

ShoppersAnonymous, “brilliant, loving son on the Autism Spectrum. I have to start off by saying I
have the most caring, brilliant, loving son on the Autism Spectrum. But for the last few years he
goes from being the sweetest kid ever to "who is this child" on the drop of a dime. I kept telling
myself there is a piece of the puzzle we just haven't found yet. I cut out all artificial dyes and
flavors a couple of years ago, which made a difference, but I just knew I still didn't have the
whole picture in sight. I started reading this book, it somehow popped up on my FaceBook news
feed, and I ordered it a couple of weeks ago. I was skeptical at first... as a Mom that has read
numerous books on Autism, I wasn't sure if what I would find would pertain to me and my family
situation.Quite frankly, I couldn't bare walking on eggshells around my son anymore, afraid he
would snap and just apologize seconds later for his behavior. He hated that he behaved this way,
yet it was so out of control... We have applied things we have found in this book to our son and
our situation, and let me tell you... we have a new child!! People around us have noticed too and
I couldn't be HAPPIER to share in his joy to a newfound inside that is helping us all have a better
life on the outside. This book is my new Bible and you can count your blessings, I will be telling
everyone I know about it!!! Thank you Janet for your dedication to helping families outside of
your own! You are a saint!!”

Morticia, “Great. Very thorough. Easy to read. Hope to start protocols soon. Look forward to
achieving good health for all the family.”



Lyndsey Carmichael, “Five Stars. Love this book a must read”

Rod Missaghian, “I was a skeptic. But not anymore. Admittedly I was a sceptic I have picked up
many books before about got health and autism… But have never finished them because some
thing had always turned me off about them. However this book kept me reading, was extremely
user-friendly, and was based completely in scientific facts. I am starting my son on the protocols
right away and I’m hopeful and excited”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 161 people have provided feedback.
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